REF. MGT04-MIS. Assistant / Associate Professor in
Management Information Systems (MIS)
Audencia Business School invites applications for a full-time Assistant / Associate Professor in Management Information
Systems (expected start date 1 September 2021). Review of application will commence immediately, and will continue
until the position is filled.
Audencia Business School (www.audencia.com) is triple accredited (AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA), and one of the leading
European and French business schools. It offers a wide range of programs including MSc, MBA, Executive MBA,
European Master in Management, Doctorate and Executive Education Programmes, with 137 core faculty members
from 29 countries.
Position requirements
The candidate for the position must:
 hold a PhD
 show excellent teaching skills (in French and English) at different levels
 research in MIS and/or invest in the writing of cases, textbooks
A good working knowledge of English is required.
Position overview
The successful candidate will join Audencia’s Management Department.
Main duties and responsibilities:
 Design, coordinate and deliver courses primarily in undergraduate and graduate programs (Master and
MSc), and possibly in post-graduate programs (MBA, DBA, PhD, Executive students) in the broad field of
Information Systems. Courses focus mainly on Management of IS, and Digital Transformation. Knowledge
in Consulting would be appreciated.


Lead and engage in high-quality research and/or writing of cases, books, innovative educational material.

Duties and responsibilities will be adapted to the selected applicant’s profile.
Campus location
Our campus is located in Nantes, a mid-sized city in western France, serviced by an international airport and 2 hours
away from Paris by train. Bustling with cultural and social events, the sandy Atlantic coastline an hour’s drive away to
the west, and rolling vineyards and castles to the east, Nantes is the ideal city to live in. With more than 1,330 companies
based in the city, Nantes also boasts a rich economic and industrial identity.
Application
Electronic applications are to be sent to faculty-recruitment@audencia.com, latest March 31st 2021.
The application packet must include the following documents addressed to Dr Thibaut BARDON, Associate Dean for
Faculty. Please cite the reference number REF. MGT04-MIS in the subject line of your application:
 Application letter
 Curriculum vitae
 Information regarding previous teaching experience
Informal inquiries about this new position may be sent to Dr. Emmanuelle BERNARDIN, Head of pedagogy for the
Management department: ebernardin@audencia.com

